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CSU Chancellor Reed calls for budget crisis summit
By Janine Stanhope
Daily Staff Writer
California
State
University
Chancellor Charles B. Reed has
responded to the budget crisis by calling for a summit in Long Beach,
scheduled to take place in two weeks.
The meeting will address the $326
million budget cuts in the CSU system
and $78.6 million in mandatory cost
increases for 2003-04 proposed by
Governor Gray Davis on Jan. 10.

"Even with the proposed new revenue, the $260 million impact will
have a serious effect on all areas of
instruction, academic support, student
services, administrative services, facilities maintenance and repair," Reed
said. "No one area can shoulder all the
cuts."
University community representatives will attend different budget meetings for the one-day workshop, said
Clara Potes-Fellow, CSU manager of
media relations.

"Then all CSU (campuses) will have
been represented in discussions about
the budget," she said.
A broad range of representatives
from the areas of finance from budget
to labor and student groups will be able
to join in the dialogue, Potts-Fellow
said.
"It will include everyone to bring
comment and help in the thinking
process while the budget is being discussed at the CSU system and legislative levels," she said.

Reed said the pier! tur proposed a
Cal Grant to offset the $187 million
that CSU would specifically allocate
for students in serious financial need.
"I feel very strongly about the need to
be sensitive that every student gets an
education and that our most needing
student is not impacted," Reed said.
Currently, classes are overcrowded
and unless new revenues are found, the
over-enrollment funding of $45 million proposed by the governor might
compensate for the planned 5 percent

growth, Reed said.
The over-enrollment proposal is a
funding projection from the expected
new growth in revenue, he said.
Susan Meisenhelder, president of the
California Faculty Association,
appeared before the Assembly
Committee on Higher Education in
Sacramento on Tuesday to discuss student fee policy guidelines, said Alice
Sunshine, the CFA spokeswoman.
"In the wake of the budget cut, the
budget proposal assumes that much of

the shortfall would be offset by the
largest student fee hikes in CSU history, Meisenhelder said.
The CFA Board of Directors sent to
the CSU Board of Trustees a unanimous resolution opposing any ’action
on fee increases until after the release
of the governor’s May budget revision
and its analysis by the legislature,
Meisenhelder said.
"A lot could happen between now

See BUDGET, page 7

A fat celebration
SJPD dissuades publicfrom participating in downtown festivities
By Therese Bratberg
Daily Senior Staff Writer
Unlike last year, Mardi Gras celebrations in downtown San Jose had an
uneventful atmosphere with small
groups of people trotting down the
streets.
"I wanted the kids to have fun," said
Raj Raman, who brought his son and
daughter downtown for festivities. "It
is pretty mellow tonight."
As the evening progressed, crowds of
20 to 30 people gathered on comers
looking for girls willing to bare their
breasts. Police officers on horses were
patrolling the streets and driving
standing crowds to move.
Post Street was not overfilled with
hordes of screaming people, but a few
were strolling down, looking for
action.
"I am very disappointed. This is horrible," said Katy Benveniste, a freshman at Evergreen College.
She said this was her first time visiting Mardi Gras in downtown San Jose.
It is mellow," she said. "There s no
one here. No boobs and no nakedness."
Benveniste said she had expected
more than small crowds following a

few girls down the streets.
"I see it on TV and the streets are
packed," she said. "Here, it’s like! don’t
want to get arrested."
Restaurants and bars also seemed to
be relaxed about Mardi Gras, although
last year had been a different experience. Julio Garcia, the owner of
Picasso restaurant on Santa Clara
Street, said he thought there were
more young people than before, but
that it was much more quiet.
"It’s not as crowded as last year," he
said. "About this time it was horrible.
Everyone was undressed."
Sgt. Cheryl Mathison from the
Santa Clara County Sheriff’s
Department said there were many
more people last year because it was a
sanctioned event.
"We’re prepared if it gets wilder," she
said. "We can always hope it doesn’t."
Warron Eide, also from the Santa
Clara County Sheriff’s Department.
said because of the law enforcement,
people were behaving and having a
good time.
After last year’s Mardi Gras of riots
and bottle -throwing, the San Jose
Police Department had prepared for
the night with 125 additional
patrolling officers.

"We are hoping there will be no rowdiness and vandalism," said Sgt. Steve
Dixon from the SJPD.
He said the police were patrolling
downtown with special operations
units.
Although clubs and bars were not
allowed to have their festivities outside, Dixon expected a large crowd
indoors.
He said revelers were usually causing
trouble in groups of 20 to 30 people.
"We will be looking for those people
and making arrests if necessary," he said.
Gordon 13iersch, located on East San
Femando Street, celebrated with decorations, beads, a live band and shot
specials.
Courtney LaVoie, the manager, said
they prepared for the night with five
security guards and limited access to a
capacity of 409 people.
Miere were a couple of fights last
year," she said.
Margo Zapata, head of security at
Waves steakhouse and saloon on Post
Street, said it was more controlled this
year.
"It’s not as much fun as last ,year
because it separates us," she said. "It is
because of the trouble that happened
last year and because of the security.

SJSU students hold Mardi Gras events
By Norikazu Ambo
Daily Ste Writer

Ryan Balbuena Daily Staff
San Jose Police Department riot contiol officers attempted to disperse a group of revelers on Second and
Santa Clara streets at about 10 p.m. Tuesday during a makeshift Mardi Gras celebration in downtown San
Jose.

Santa Clara County
to use electronic voting
By Tony Burchyns
Daily Staff’ Writer
No more hanging chads for Santa
Clara County voters. Punch cards are
punching out.
Despite concerns from local computer scientists, county supervisors
voted last week to ditch the punch
card ballot system in favor of touchscreen voting machines.
However, the county’s chosen
which won’t allow
replacement
voters to hold ballots in their hands
could
mistakes
for
check
and
increase the risk of undetected fraud
and shed doubt on the democratic
process, said Sigurd Meldal, chair of
the computer engineering department
at San ,lose State University.
"With electronic voting, the ’disconnect’ between voter and ballot

becomes greater, which could lead to
voter disenchantment and cynicism,"
Meldal said.
One county official said he was surprised to learn that electronic voting
worries some computer scientists.
"We did not expect the negative
response we got from the scientists,"
said Ernie Tedeschi, policy aide for
Supervisor Liz Kniss.
"Apparently, the issue of electronic
voting (as problematic) has been
brewing in the computer science community for some time, but we’d never
heard about it," Tedeschi said.
The reason low-tech may be better
than high-tech when in comes to voting has to do with security and
accountability issues, Meldal said.
"It’s not only a matter of (potential)
fraud, but f catching mistakes," he

See VOTING, page 7

The clamoring, cheerful crowd threw
beads and tossed coins Tuesday to win
games at the Mardi Gras celebration
outside the Event Center.
The event, "Mardi Gras Madness,"
was presented by Steve Dowling, an
instructor in the department of recreation hospitality management, and six
students in his class.
"It’s very entertaining," said Markus
Alowishus Araiza, a junior majoring in
television, radio, film, theater.
Any participants were automatically
able to gain a raffle ticket to win prizes
such as CDs, T-shirts, hats and one
night’s free stay at the Cupertino Inn.
!Regarding the colorful decorations at
the Mardi Gras event, Araiza said,
"Pink means playful, and yellow means
to win. So basically, we play to win."
There were several games available,
including "bead me," where students
were allowed to aim their beads at a
pole for three times, and "toss me,"
where they could toss three gold coins
in attempts to land them on the masks
of Mardi Gras to win A purple raffle

able to raise money to provide a variety
ofprizes to participants.
From 1:30p.m. to 2:30p.m., Dowling
walked around and evaluated the event
from various aspec s, such as how his
students led the program and promoted
the event.
Neguyen said because he did not want
a negative av.ecsment, his team tried to
be extra careful, making sure there was
no drinking advertisement as an academic program and no use of the color
of red because it did not reflect Mardi
Gras. Neguyen said it was a good
opportunity for his team to learn how
to become better event planners.
"It’s purely for fun," Dowling said. He
said the party was not at all related to
the religious concept of Mardi Gras.
"I’m having fun," said Michelle
Hecht, a senior majoring in television,
radio, film, theater. Hecht said she
enjoyed watching last year’s spaghetti
eating contest and miniature golf game
and wanted to come again to expenence
the event.
Jackie Ferguson, a senior majoring in
social science, said the event was enjoyable, but she would have liked if they
had more space, not just a comer of the
Event Center.

Men urged to self-examine

All that glitters

I hornucon

ticket.
"We have a winlici,.. ’,reamed Giles
Ayupan repeatedly, a graduate biology
student who helped manage the coin
toss game.
Mike Neguyen, a first year hospitality
management major who was one of the
six members in charge of this event,
tried to attract more SJSU students by
shouting, "Play for free. Let’s have fun.’
Neguyen said the hardest part of
bringing the event to the point was
scheduling time for every member to
meet and discuss. At the last meeting,
Neguyen spent more than seven flouts
in the meeting preparing signs and coloring them.
Karen Quebec, a senior hospitality
management major, another member of
the group, said the four weeks of preparation for the event was stressful
because of a lack of time.
But she said she was gratefid to be
able to receive enough donations to
offer Tuesday’s prizes even though
many requests to get contributions were
rejected. A list of donators such as
Albertson’s was showcased close to the
entrance of the Event Center.
Dowling said his students were
enthusiastic about the event and were

By Wendy Lopez
Daily Staff Writer

I illy Staff

Pooja Sherestha, a junior majoring in accounting, and My Tram a
senior majoring in corporate finance examine jewelry at the
Golden Jester jewelry booth inside the Student Union.

Women have been urged to seek medical attention to maintain a healthy body,
men are advised to do the same.
"Men should learn from women about
health care," said Oscar Battle, health
education coordinator from the Student
Health Center.
To keep a healthy body, males ought to
perform testicular self-examinations
once a month just as women do selfbreast examinations. Battle said.
A self-exam IS a physical check up
where a man touches his pelvis, looking
for pelvic irregnlanties, ii riling to the
FAlucation Training Research Associates
in Santa Cmz, a nonpmfit organiution.
The pmstate is underneath the stomach cavity and can only be reached
through the rectum, he said.
Penis soles and rough bumps are two
things to kink for on the scrotum, Battle
said.
Changes in the skin and bumps on the
penis are warning signs Or a problem on

iii,,’
lie ,11,1.
Socialization is a reason that men and
women handle health concerns differently, Battle said. At a young age women
are Socialized to be responsible for their
health care on a monthly and yearly
basis, he said.
Monthly periods and Pap smears
(exams checking for cell changes in the
cervix) are ways women have learned to
take care of themselves, Battle said.
"Girls are taught at young age to touch
themselves," he said. "We guys are
behind and we need to catch Up.
WoniCri have always had good role
models to help them in a lot of areas
including health, said Ronald Williams,
a peer health educator in the Student
Health Center. Men are in need of role
models, he said.
n examine the prostate, a
r ,
urologist goes through the rectum 90 he
or she can feel it," Battle said.
A man’s regular doctor can also perform the procedure, said Anthony
student and systems analyst at the heel
%

See EXAMINE, page 7
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opposingviews:
Should the United States adopt English
YES I A national language can
g
as its o icia lanuage?
un01 a diverse nation

NO I Our multicultural society
needs more than one language

Unification in a diverse country such as the United States needs more than just a red
white and blue flag
We need to declare English as our official language since it is widely used in the United States however, this does not mean that
other languages or bilingual programs should be eliminated.
Currently, 27 states, including California, Florida and Hawaii,
have English as their official language, according to U.S. English,
Inc, an organization created to make English the official language of
the country.
The diversity of languages in America is a phenomenon. Last year,
we had at least 56 different languages that were spoken in the
California public school system, including Spanish, Vietnamese,
Chinese, Tagalog, Russian, Arabic and many others, according to a
press release from Governor
Gray Davis.
Yet with all these languages,
this can cause a communication barrier between different
ethnicities. It’s great to have all
these different cultures and
languages, but how can we
learn from each other if we
don’t have a common language
to communicate with each
other?
There are many advantages
to having English as an official
language such as unification by
having a common language to
communicate between different cultures, to emphasize the
learning of the English language
in the public school system which
can better students in their education, and to allow everyone,
specifically immigrants, to enjoy
the economic and social opportunities available in this country.
According to Davis’s press
release, the state’s English
Language and Intensive Literacy
Program provided school districts
funding for an estimated 600,000
HUONG PHAM
students who were having difficulty learning English.
As a result of this program and a focus on higher standards and
reading proficiency, about 12 percent of English learners were reading at their grade level, based on scores of the statewide SAT-9
English Language Arts achievement test. The test is an assessment
of students from elementary school through high school, the numbers are gradually increasing according to Davis.
Although government documents are translated into different languages, the exams for the public schooLsystena are not, such as the
SAT I and the English Placement Test.
It is understandable that learning a new language is difficult, especially if an English learner is an adult.
The disadvantages of not having English as the official language
are miscommunication, segregation, and difficulties in acquiring
jobs.
For instance, my father didn’t have the desire to learn English, but
through a friend, he was lucky enough to have had work in a high
tech company for 22 years. Unfortunately, he was recently laid off
and now has difficulties acquiring a job because he lacks the English
language to express himself and communicate his ideas and skills to
potential employers.
Although my father is an intelligent and a skillful technician, he
doesn’t know enough English. He lacks the communication skills to show prospective
employers that he is a professional in his field.
So as one can see, if English became an official language in this country, there would
be a common ground where everyone can start to make a difference not just in their life
but as a stronger and unified nation.
As a diverse nation, we should learn about our differences, but let’s start with a common bond.
Huang Pham is a
.Spartan Daii), Staff Writer.
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I am proud to be from a country that has taken traditions, beliefs and
cultures and created a hodgepodge society.
And we have done it without having English as our official language.
In the United States we are given the liberty to practice our own ideologies as well as take from other
cultures, broadening our perceptions of each other.
To make English the official language of the United States will
create more of a racist tone
throughout the country. For
instance, a good percentage of
Californians speak Spanish. It
makes sense because Mexico is our
neighboring country. Why not
educate people and bridge any
gaps that may exist instead of continuing the cycle of any stereotypes that will reiterate them selves?
Keeping bilingual teachers active
in the education system will help
children learn English yet allow
them to maintain their heritage.
Our nation is built from people
of different ethnic backgrounds.
Limiting ourselves to one idiom
denies our growth as individuals and
shuns those who come to our country
for better opportunities.
Louis Holsher, chair of the
Mexican-American studies department, said making English the official language will not take into
account cultural diversity.
"I think it is divisive to make
English the official language," he
said. "It is already in the educational
society and that’s enough. I don’t
think making it official is needed."
REBECCA VILLANEDA
According to the U.S. Census
Bureau, 26.2 percent of the population of California is foreign-born.
And 11.1 percent of the population in the United States was born in
another country.
The statistics prove that we are a conglomeration of people, so why
bother making united, multicultural people speak in a monolingual
tongue?
I do not feel it is appropriate for the government to take something so
broad as language and make it so limited. How will they ever regulate
what people speak?
Furthermore, there are 39.5 percent of people in California speaking
languages other than English. According to the U.S. Census ’bureau,
17.9 percent of people in the United States speak other languages at
home.
Creating a resolution to make English the official language can discriminate against those who do not speak English, restricting them from
economic resources and political institutions.
By passing this we will only make it harder for those coming to our
country to assimilate.
Holsher said he thinks this proposal is a gut level reaction to recent
immigrants.
"People imply that immigrants do not want to learn English, but if they
go to a local junior college they will see the ESL classes are impacted and people are
trfing to learn," he said.
Marco 1317,41113, a professor in the Mexican-American studies department, said people do have a hard time learning English as they come to the United States and disagrees with the proposal of having a monolingual country.
"What’s the point? We would only alienate those who come from other countries
who do take the time to learn English," he said.
Students who can speak more than one language have an advantage in the work
place.
It should be up to individuals ii le, ide wh.it they want to "claim" as their official language, not the government.
Rebecca Villaneda is a
Spartan Daily Staff Writer.

"Limiting
ourselves to one
idiom denies
our growth as
individuals
and shuns those
who come to
our country
for better
opportunities."

"How can we
learn from each
other if we
don’t have
a common
language to
communicate
with?"

TO SPEAK ENGLISH
ILLUSTRATION BY GYL SINHBANDITH

campusvoices

"English as a national
language is important in
uni6iing. There still need to
be accomodations madefor
people who use English as a
second language."

"No. We’re a diverse enough
culture. We shouldn’tfail to
accommodatefor the very
diversity that makes us
American."

"Yes. Jam a Latina, but
there should be a standard
language. If not, there is too
much chaos."

"Yes. Business and
education run on the
English language."

"No. I think it should be a
combination because of the
variety of languages
(we speak)."

"Yes. When people came
here they spoke English.
This country has been
brought up on the English
language."

Jacquie Heffner
junior, public relations

Dan Johnston
graduate student, biology

Lucy Rodriguez
sophomore, 114Sic

Regina Caasi
junior, business management

Laina Rassmussen
graduate student,
occupational therapy

Ge Cao
senior, hospitality management
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NOT RANTING, JUST VENTING

Looking back upon the antics of an ’80s childhood
The other day while cleaning out my closet I ran into a
little piece of nostalgia
a pair of old British Knights.
They were black and red leather with fancy black lace.
They were my pride and joy in the fourth grade.
For those of you who don’t know what British Knights
are, you’re about to find out.
British Knights were the coolest shoes to have in the
late ’80s. Everyone who was anyone wore them. They
were available in different color combinations, and the
most popular ones were made with snake skin or so we
thought.
Seeing this old pair of shoes got me reminiscing about
the days of my youth. They took me back to a time when
being stupid and dressing badly was accepted.
The summer of 1984 was the beginning of a new passion for my cousins, sibling! and me. After watching
"Breakin’ 2 Electric Boogaloo on HBO, we were inspired
to start our own break dancing "crew."
Every afternoon we would move all of our grandparents’
living room furniture, throw down our piece of oversized
cardboard on the floor and bring out the jumbo sized
boombox, blaring "Egypt, Egypt.
All our grandparents heard was "Egyptian lover,
Egyptian lover baby..." and every other breakin "jam" in
existance.
That whole summer was spent learning and perfecting
break dancing moves like the worm, the Russian kick, the

We wanted the Wham-o Slip ’n’ Slide we saw on TV,
headspin and the flare. We even attempted the pop and
but our parents and grandparents refused to buy one for
lock.
We ended every break dance battle the same way every us. They said it was dangerous.
Nothing could be more dangerous than the ghetto slip
respected breaker would
with a "buffalo stance."
slide.
The best memory of our break dancing phase was
watching our grandpa better known
We got a gigantic garbage bag and split
It open. When it was laid out on the lawn
as "Brother" get on the floor and do
the worm. He was so plump all he could
we poured Palmolive dish soap all over it
And hosed it down. We put a big brick at
do was rock back and forth on his billowy stomach.
each end so it wouldn’t come off the lawn.
It didn’t matter how many times he
Every person who slid on the slip ’n’
performed his rendition of the worm.
slide slammed right into the brick at the
We laughed every time as if it was the
other end. It was really painful and our
first.
shoulders would be banged up, but it didWe loved break dancing, but there were
it stop us from using it.
days we did other things, very stupid
After watching the movie "Poltergeist,"
things.
we spent many mindless hours sitting in
One of our favorite past times was
front of the table fan reciting the famous
ANNELINDA AGUAYO line from the movie, "Where are you,
recording ourselves on the tape recorder.
We would perform our own made up skits
mommy? I can’t see you." It was always a
and our rendition of "The Price is Right." It was always a contest to see who could do the best imitation.
bitter battle to see who would get to play Rod Roddy or
It wasn’t just summer days we spent doing crazy things.
Bob Barker. Everyone always wanted to say, "Come on Every family get together seemed to be a reason to be
down. You’re the next contestant on ’The Price is Right.’" stupid and get into some trouble.
One New Year’s Eve at age 8, I decided to hang out
On hot days we enjoyed running through the sprinklers
on my grandparents’ front lawn and playing with our with my older cousins. For the longest time I was the
youngster who always tagged along with the older,
"ghetto slip ’n slide."

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided tree of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for
entries is noon three working days before the desired pubhcation date. Entry forms are available in
the Spartan Daih, office in Dwight Bente! Hall, room 209. Space restrictions may require editing
of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

TODAY

Nutrition Education Action Team
Free nutrition counseling by nutrition and dietetics students today
from 3:15 p.m. to 5:15 p.m. at the
Sport Club. For more information
contact Jen Styles, campus nutritionist, at 924-6118.

SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at 10th
and San Carlos streets next to
Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times are
12:10 p.m. Monday through Friday
and at 11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on
Sunday. For more information contact Sister Marcia at 938-1610.

Women’s Resource Center and
Feminist Majority Leadership
Alliance
Tickets are on sale now for the
Mar. 6 performance of "The Vagina
Monologues" by and for SJSU students and staff. Tickets are available
in front of the Student Union from
10:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. or at the
Women’s Resource Center in ADM
249. Proceeds will benefit YWCA
Rape Crisis Center and Support
Network for Battered Women.
Students (w/ID) $5, general $7. For
more information contact Erika or
Lindsey at 924-6500.

Associated Students Campus
Recreation
ASCR is offering fitness classes at
the Event Center. Classes running
today: Spin, Abs Only, Turbo
Kickboxing., Night Spin, HiLo/Hip Hop, Body Pump, Cardio
Kickboxing, Contact Kickboxing,
Stretch/Flex/Relax. For more information and class times, contact
Matt McNamara at 924-6217.
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and
Transgender Alliance
Meetings every Wednesday in the
Almaden Room of the Student
Union from 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.

Asian American Christian
Fellowship
AACF is welcoming all to our
weekly fellowships. To seek Him, to

0

SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
YFC - Youth For Christ meets
from 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the
Almaden room of the Student
Union. For more information contact Kay Politan at 938-1610.
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Elections 2003

2003 A.S. Candidagess
President
,rash Shoktinh

Spartan Party

Vice President
William Chong
Alice M. Lee

Spartan Party

Controller
Rachel Greathouse

Spartan Party

Independent

Director of Business 4ffairs
Spartan Party
ii,,. Lombardo

Director of Campus Adrising .4ffairs
Spartan l’arty
Jessica Torres
Director of Campus
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Students for Justice
Weekly meeting from 10:30 a.m.
to 11:30 a.m. in the Multicultural
Library (modular building A). For
more information contact Christine
Madore at (650) 533-1735 or 9711070.

t

efnnelinda Aguayo Is a
Spartan Daily Staff Writer.
’Not Ranting, Just Venting’ appears every other Wednesday

ANOTHER DIMENTIAN I JONAH PTAK

grow with Him and to have fellowship in His name, come join us
every Wednesday night. We meet in
the Almaden Room of the Student
Union at 7:30 p.m. For more information contact Anh Truong at 6059684 or visit our website at
www.aacfsjsu.com.
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibitions
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art
and Industrial Studies buildings. For
more information contact Bill or
Nicole at 924-4330.

"mature" and "wise" ones.
This turned out to be the most eventful New Year’s ever.
We all decided to smoke in my cousin "Moni’s" backyard.
When our little brothers "Big Happy" and "Fangis" came
out to see what we were doing, we told them the cigarettes we sparklers.
Somehow our plan failed and we got caught. The next
morning we were all at my dining room table being lectured by our parents about the dangers of smoking. We all
figured it was a good thing they didn’t know about the
beers we had smuggled from the ice cooler.
Seeing my old British Knights brought back a lot of
good childhood memories. I loved growing up in the days
of Atari and "Thundercats."
My days of wearing jelly bracelets, British Knights, leg
warmers and New Kids on the Block clothes are gone.
OK, so I wasn’t the best dressed, but it was cool back
then. It made me sad to throw out my beloved and treasured British Knights, but it felt good to know that the
memories didn’t live in the shoes, but in me.

5.

Metissire

Measure X

Campus Smoking Policy

University Hour

Currently. the 1.niversity’s Academic Senate is considering whether
10 revise the campus smoking policy. Associated Students and the
Academic Senate believe that students should lie included in this
important derision -making prOrt... Note: This is an advisory vote

The University hour is .1 period of time in the middle of the ily
when there will be no classes taught. During this time, the campus
community will focus on enhancing the university spirit. i.e. clubs
anal organizations can schedule their meetings, programming will be

only.
In regard. to smoking on campus. which of the options WOUld
OU most prefer (please select inlet?
It,,, smoking %Mil,’ 5 feet of the entrance of campus
.. i ... um required by state hint
4w hick is the
Ilan
king within 15 feet of the entrance of campus
buildings lwhirh is the current policy as SJSUI

done (via the A.S. Program Board and/or student organizations),
academic departments would bring ill guest speakers and lecturers,
and students and faculty could interact. as they should at a
I oiversity. The purpose of this hour W011111 he to benefit our

Ran smoking within 25 feet of the entrance of campus
urrent SJSI poliey1
!mailing. (I.s i,an,ling fr
Ran .
king oia campus altogether
Presently. the campos stookinit politty has not been actively
king Policy be seta, ely
enforeed
.1 tht I.ainpos S

CIMINO, community and help in creating a campus life. Other
campuses that are also commuter campuses have University Hour
I sometimes called Common Hour), which has created an hour that
has allowed for students to find involvement with !heir rmpus.
Note: This is an advisory vote only.
DO you, the student, wish to have University Hour, daily hour
in session?
from 12p-lp when there are no el

enforced?
les. the I nits resits should more actively enforce
Ling wohr.
campus
Loot iodic.
No, current enforcellielli of the campus

Yes (yes means you wish to have I toy ersity Hour)
No (no means y
110 lllll wish to have I Oi rrisity Hour)

is sufficient.

Director of Faculty Affairs
Spartan Party
kellv Sherman
Director of Corerning .4ffairs
Jonathan K. Nadiranto Spartan l’arty
Independent
Hoy Train
Director of tegislatire Affairs
Spartan Party
Jennifer Lam
Director of Progromming .4ffairs
Spartan Party
Jennifer Huey
Director of Student Fee 4ffairs
Si.,,, DO141oIW
Spartan PtIriY
Director of Student Resource 4ffairs
Sampath K. Gailamseity Spartan Party

Men/sure
Universit,

Hiptir

tirsrral dvioart1111.11i. .11 ,a1111,11. are ,ludent fee dependent and have
not adjuoed thrsr fr... in .r,eral ’ears. With the current budget
crisis these deparioicot has:. ihr daficult choice of either closing
their doors, discontinuing services or asking you. the students. for
’WWII.. While each of these departments have presented to
the 1 niversity leadership higher fee needs the following
recommendation is being proposed by the AradirMiC Affairs
Department. Intercollegiate Athletics. Associated Students, the
Student Health Center. and the Student Union as collaborative
VOMIO.0111ONP. The Academic anti Athletic portion of the fee will be
ail,le,l to the IRA (Instructionally Related Activitypfee pool of funds
snil used DM% an designated. Said compromise fee referendum. if
fee

approved. would adjust student fees by pprosimtely
Shall your student fees per semester be adjusted as follow (are
below (to support the service, and operations of the departments
listed, beginning the Fall Semester of 2003?
See *retires descriptions in the voter pamphlet.

Director of Communications
Spartan Party

Arademies Affairs $10
Intercollegiate Athletics $ Is
1 $
A.S. Ili
Campus Recreation 2
hilt’ Care 11 3
..toolrott health Center $ 3
I

Issociuted Students General Elections

Student 1
Total

Remember to Vote March 18 A; 19.
les tour Choice, lake the More!

$ 8

$39

%ES -1 woold like iny fee

increao. if. opporl the. erit...

ami operittiott of the tleiturItorol
NI) - I

would

like to fo... I to

Wed.

itirri.. Ito ttoppotrl the

end opernli .... Or the deparlotent listed

er Ire.
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SJSU women’s gymnastics team vaulting toward regionals
Team could make NCAA tournament
forfirst time in school history as a whole
By Janine Stanhope
Daily Staff Writer

-7-----!!!!-91111111111M
Spartan gymnast Jennifer Greene kept time for teammate Sarah Molasky as se did strength excercises after practice on Tuesday.

Above: The women’s gymnastics team began Tuesday’s practice in the Spartan Gym
with tumbling drills. Left: Spartan Gymnast Kelsey Spellacy goes through an
uneven bars routine during practice. Spellacy is one of eight freshmen who joined
the women’s gymnastics team this year.
Photos by Karin Higgins Daily Staff

WAC won’t let Fresno State play in tournament
FRESNO (AP) Fresno State will
not be allowed to participate in next
week’s Westem Athletic Conference
men’s basketball tournament after
school officials pulled the team from
other possible postseason play amid
allegations of academic fraud.
The WAC board of directors met by
teleconference Tuesday and decided to
disqualify the Bulldogs from the
league tournament.
The board adopted a new resolution
that prohibits a member school from
playing in a conference championship
tournament if the school is also ineligible for NCAA postseason play in
the same sport.
The policy became effective immediately.
Fresno State President John D.
Welty announced Monday the men’s
basketball team will not be eligible for
postseason competition this year after
school officials confirmed instances of
academic fraud.
The self-imposed penalty means the
Bulldogs (20-6, 13-3 WAC) will not
compete in the NCAA tournament or
die NIT.
Tuesday’s decision officially ends

this year’s postseason play for the
Bulldogs, who clinched the WAC regular-season title and the No. 1 seed in
the postseason tournament with their
victory over Nevada on March 1.
The WAC tournament begins
March 11.
Fresno State spokesman Tom Uribes
said even if the team were to have
competed in the WAC tournament
and win, the Bulldogs would not have
been allowed to advance.
School officials called the WAC’s
decision "a major disappointment."
"We will abide by the decision of the
WAC," the school said in a statement.
"In doing so however, we acknowledge
the WAC’s declaration of support for
stringent action when a university is in
violation of NCAA rules and presume
that it will hold every WAC member
to this standard."
Fresno State fans who purchased
tickets to the WAC tournament are
being offered a full refund.
In a February article, The Fresno
Bee reported that former basketball
team statistician Stephen Mintz said
he was enlisted during the 1999-2000
season to take part in a scheme to

write papers for three members of the
school’s basketball team in exchange
for cash. The coach then was Jerry
Tarkanian.
Welty said Monday that most of the
allegations were true.
Mintz said he wrote and delivered
17 pieces of course work in 2000 for
three players Courtney Alexander,
Terrance Roberson and Dennis
Nathan and was paid $1,500 for his
work.
Alexander, who now plays for the
New Orleans Hornets, denied in a
faxed statement last month to a
Fresno television station that Mintz
ever wrote papers for him. In an eacher interview with The Bee, Alexander
said he had never heard of Mintz.
University
spokesman
Mark
Aydelotte said the school would not
release specific details about which
allegations were true or who participared in the alleged fraud until the
l’s1CAA’s investigation is complete.
Alexander was unavailable for corn ment Tuesday.
The joint school-NCAA investigation into alleged academic fraud has
been ongoing for several years after

Brown, Rice duo back in silver and black
Associated

Presi

Jerry Rice suggested last season he
might play until he’s 45. Now he has
a contract that will pay him until he’s
46.
"It could happen," Jim Steiner,
Rice’s agent, said after his client
signed a six-year, 830 million deal
Tuesday that helped the Oakland
Raiders with their salary-cap problems.
"He takes it year-to-year based on
how he feels and how he’s playing.
Who knows?"
The 40-year-old Rice is the
league’s career leader in receptions
(1,456), yards receiving (21,597) and
touchdowns scored (203).
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The Raiders’ other verierhle wide out, 36-year-old Tim Brown, also
signed a restructured contract. The
Raiders, by some accounts, were as
much as $50 million over the cap.
Dallas, meanwhile, signed another
veteran, fullback Richie Anderson.
He’ll be reunited with Bill Parcells,
who coached him with the New York
Jets.
Then Parcells reached agreement
with Houston tackle R an Youn ,

Another former jet.
Also, Houston re-signed inside
linebacker Jay Foreman, who led the
expansion team in tackles last season, and Miami re-signed punter
Mark Royals.
Seattle re-signed outside linebacker Anthony Simmons to a fiveyear deal worth more than $23 million, including a signing bonus of at
least $7.5 million.
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Chinese Cuisine
FOOD TO GO
Box Lunch u, fr
Catering Amdahl,
14i. do deiitrr to "Esplanad,"
We accept: VISA MC AMEX DIS

Mandarin E. e Szechuan Cuisine
Lunch and Dinner
Open Daily - dosed Sunday

VN(MGya
294-3303 or 998-9427

131 E. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara
Between 3rd and 4th Street
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Hawaii Pacsfic University offers nine graduate degrees
providing students with contemporary solutions and
innovative strategies neededfor success.
PROGRAM OF STUDY
Master of Business Administration
E-business and 12 -month MBA Programs
Master of Arts in Communication
Master of Arts in Diplomacy and Military Studies
Master of Arts in Global Leadership
Master of Arts in Human Resource Management

914k.

Master of Arts in Orgamiational Change
Master of Arts in Teaching English as a Second Language
Master of Science in Information Systems
F -commerce Program

Attractive

Mit the Hawari Pacific

University
representative on campus:
Wednesday, March
at the Student Union,
10:00am-2:00pm

Master of Science in Nursing

SISU Cullullw Campus Ministry Mlles NEN
releftrale ASK WIDIUSOA r wan its,
17.10P1.1 MaSS vain Ashes
00P1.1- Scripture Service with Ashes
OOPM- Mass with Ashes
SINI Callinft atnigusghtleflo C/dir/cc
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allegations were made privately by
several people. Aydelotte said.
He said Mintz was the first person
to go public with the charges.
The NCAA has the option of
imposing even more severe penalties
once its investigation i s complete.
In December, Fresno State put its
basketball team and athletics department on probation for two years for
numerous NCAA rules violations that
included payments from agents to
players.
The NCAA has not released its
findings yet in that investigation.

The women’s gymnastics team is
on a roll and may qualify for the
Regional
West
NCAA
Championships.
"I think we re ready," said Adrian&
Manago, assistant coach of the
Spartan women’s gymnastics team.
We have the drive and the intensity to make it for the first time in
San Jose State University history.
The workouts are a lot harder to
ensure the girls have consistency and
not complacency in their routines."
After winning. its last three meets,
the team moved closer to securing a
position as one of the seven teams to
compete at the regional competition,
which is scheduled for April 6 in
Seattle, Manago said.
"We are now lust two-tenths
behind Fullerton, Manago said.
"And, we’re eight in the region, with
a regional qualifying score of
193.480 after defeating UC Davis
last weekend."
She said the team might score
enough points during meets this
weekend against Stanford University
at SJSU on Friday and against Cal
State Fullerton and Sacramento
State University at Fullerton on
Sunday.
"We have more depth on the team
and we have added more difficultz
elements and skills to the routines,
said Manago, who was a gymnast
and co-captain at the West Virginia
University and a former coach at the
American School of Gymnastics in
San Francisco.
Senior Dani Albright and junior
Shirla Choy competed as individuals
in the Regionals for the past two
years, Manago said.
"They brought back the experience
from the past two years for what it
will take to work as a team to qualify," she said.
Manago said Albright took 12th
place at the Regionals in 2001 in the
floor exercise event with a score of
39.150.
"Practice for repetition and
endurance will be important," said
Albright, who holds school records
in the vault, floor exercise and allaround events.
Albright helped the team set a new
team floor record with a new score of
49.150, breaking the old record of
49.125, set on March 2 at UC Davis.
She also set a new school record for
the floor, scoring a 9.950 during the
meet against Mountain Pacific rivals
Air Force and Seattle Pacific on
Friday, Feb. 14. The previous record,
9.925, was set in 2001.
"I always expect more of myself.
(Head) Coach (Wayne) Wright is
totally the driving force, he believes
in me and he knows my potential,"
Albright said.
Wright recognizes a competitive,
winning spirit when he sees it,

Manago said. He came to SJSU two
years ago from Stanford where he
was an assistant coach for six years.
Stanford is now ranked among the
top _10 teams nationwide.
’There are coaches that work for
subsistence, and there are coaches
that work to accomplish something,"
Manago said. "He has a lot of drive
and what it takes to compete at the
next level with more intensity."
Manago said Choy placed 20th
overall at the Regionals with a
37.900 as an individual in 2002 and
seventh with a 38.775 in 2001.
"Consistency is the key," said Choy,
who specializes in the uneven parallel bars and is currently ranked 13th
in the Regional all-around standings
with a 38.850. "We have been practicing about four hours every day.
Coach Wright helps me to do my
personal best."
Choy set a new school record on
the uneven bars with a score of 9.950
during the meet against UC Davis
on Feb. 7. She beat the previous
record of 9.925 that she set last Jan.
31. The team also set a new record
overall with a score of 49.275 on the
bars. The old record, 48.825, was set
in 2001.
"We are in one of the toughest
regions in the country," Manago
said. "The list includes UCLA,
(University of) Oregon, Cal State
Fullerton and Stanford. Also,
Washington State (University),
ranked 15th and Cal (Berkeley),
ranked in the top 25."
In the past two years, Coach
Wright has changed some of the
ways things are done, Albright said.
Manago said the team has gained
more respect in the last two years.
"We also have the higher start
value of 10," Manago said. "Some
teams have start values of 9.5 and
then work their way up during a
meet."
"We are the first-place team in the
Mountain Pacific Sports Federation
conference this year," Wright said.
"We have maintained first place so
far and that indicates how well we
probably will do at the regional
championship meet it’s important
to know."
The two student athletic trainers
who travel with the team said all 16
girls are ready for the meets this
weekend.
"The team looks really good for the
home meet against Stanford on
Friday," said Shagra Thomas, a senior athletic training major and student athletic trainer for the team.
The Spartans are slated to tumble
with the Cardinal at 7 p.m. Friday at
the Spartan gym.

scholarship and assislanIship opporlunilics are mailable.
GRADUATE ADMISSIONS

Bishop Street, Suite 911 Honolulu, Hawai’i 96813
Tel: (808) 544-0279 Toll -free: 1-866-GRAD-HPU
Fax: (808) 544-0280 E-mail: graduatenhpu.edu
Web site: http://www.hpu.edu/grad
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fax (4081 616-7/
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Spartans snap losing streak; prepare for weekend tournament
By Paulo Hernandez
/.44i/v Stat./
tierWith a win OM Sacramento State
University on Saturday, the Spartan
softball team made its six-game losing
streak a thing of the past.
San Jose State University won the first
game of the doubleheader 3-2 and lost
the second game 6-2. The split put the
Spartans at 6-11 on the season.
SJSU head coach Dee Dee Enabenter
said she felt the team put forth a much
better effort in Saturday’s games than
what she had previously seen.
"We were much better overall. That’s
all that matters," Enabenter said.
Junior pitcher Kelli McCollister said
she was glad the losing streak was over
and felt the team was showing improvement.
Junior catcher Megan Delgado said it
is frustrating to lose knowing they have
the ability to win.
"We expect to win," Delgado said.
The Spartans were able to produce
some hits against Sacramento State,
which the team had been unable to do
in its last few games. SJSU collected
eight hits in the first game and six in the
second.
In an attempt to jump start the
offense, Enabenter has been moving
various players in and out of the starting
lineup.
"It’s still early enough in the season
where we can make changes. When we
can get some consistency, we’ll stay with
what works," she said.
The Spartans will now turn their
attention to the 17th Annual National
Invitational Softball Tournament. The

the tournament.
"We want to maintain our focus offensively and defensively," Enabenter said.
THE
McCollister said the team needs to
produce runs. "We have to start scoring,
we can’t continue to leave base runners,
she said.
NOTEBOOK
Enabenter said the team is trying to
focus on each individual game at the
tournament will take place Friday tournament, rather than bunching up
through Sunday at the Twin Creeks the games.
Sports Complex in Sunnyvale. Eleven
"We don’t want to see it as a tournateams from seven states will be partici- ment," she said.
pating. Among the teams is last year’s
The Spartans’ coach and players said
defending tournament champion and they aren’t thinking about the opponents
nationally ranked No. 9 Arizona State they will face at the tournament., instead
University (14they are focusing on
3) and defendwhat they have to get
ing national
done.
champion No.
if you think too
6 VC Berkeley
much you do yourself a
(14-6). The
disservice. I don’t want
field is rounded
the team to focus on
out by No. 17
things they can’t conOregon State
trol, Enabenter said.
University (16"We have to go and
7), No. 22
take care of business.
University of
What the other teams
Oregon (12-5),
do doesn’t matter."
the University
Delgado said, "We
of Minnesota
never worry about the
(10-4-1),
other team.
Sacramento
Dee Dee Enabenter,
McCollister agreed
State (14-4),
with her teammate and
SJSU
head
coach
Santa Clara
said, "We don’t even
University (10watch the other team
9), Virginia Tech University (3-5), in warm ups. Warm ups are designed to
University of Missouri-Kansas City (1- intimidate."
3) and Georgia Tech University (12-7).
Heading into the tournament, the
The teams will begin pool play on Spartans are nursing two significant
Friday, followed by bracket play injuries.
Saturday and Sunday.
Freshman designated player Jessica
The Spartans are poised to play well in Guillen has been in and out of the lineSPARTAN SOFTBALL

WINDUP

"It’s still early in the
season where we can
make changes. When
we can get some
consistency, we’ll stay
with what works."

Saori Yoneda / Daily Staft
Stephanie Miran, utility player of the San Jose State university soft ball team, attempted to tag catcher Al
Hall as she ran from second to third base during practice game on Tuesday.
up with a back injury. Enabenter said
Guillen’s back has not responded well to
treatment. As a result, the team is looking at different options.
"She’s a big bat out of the lineup and

we need to go in a different direction,"
Enabenter
Sophomore pitcher Carol Forbes is
hobbled by a toe injury, but Enabenter
said the team Lxpects her to return for

the that day of the tournament.
SJSU opens tournament play Friday
against Oregon State and Oregon.
Games times are slated for 4 p.m. and 6
p.m., respectively

Arenas scores 22 in Warrior victory Smyth returns helps Oilers defeat Sharks
OAKLAND (AP) Gilbert Arenas
had 22 points and nine assists as the
Golden State Warriors defeated the
Indiana Pacers 107-100 Tuesday night
for their sixth straight win the
team’s longest winning streak in nearly
nine years.
The Warriors improved to 30-30, the
franchise’s first time at .500 since April
24, 1994. That’s the same year the
organization last reached the playoffs.
Ron Attest had 32 points, seven
rebounds and five assists, and Jermaine
O’Neal added 21 points and six boards
for Indiana, which has lost six straight
road games. The Central Divisionleading Pacers had won the past three
meetings with the Warriors.
Golden State’s winning streak is the
team’s longest since winning eight
straight in April 1994, when the
Warriors finished 50-32. Tuesday’s victory gives them their highest win total
since going 30-52 in 1996-97.

Arenas was only 12 the last time the
Warriors were this good.
Jason Richardson and Erick Dampier
each had 20 points for the surging
Warriors, who have won nine of 12.
They are 16-6 against the Eastern
Conference, including 12-2 at home.
Dampier also had four blocked shots.
O’Neal scored back-to-back baskets,
then Reggie Miller scored off a
turnover to pull the Pacers within
three, 86-83, with 8:16 left. But the
Warriors, looking much like a playoff
team, answered with a 10-0 run, six
points by sparlcplug Earl Boykins and
two straight dunks by Antawn
Jamison.
The Warriors beat the Pacers to loose
balls and controlled the boards down
the stretch. Boylcins had all 10 of his
points in the final period.
Dampier was fired up from the
beginning against his former team.
Three of his dunks were in the first

quarter, when he scored 10 points and
the Warriors shot 55.6 percent.
Last month, the 6-foot-11 Dampier
called first-year coach Eric Musselman
"Musselhead" out of frustration for his
playing time, but they seem to have
patched things Up.
Musselman joked about it before the
game.
"I got called Musselhead. It’s natural
to think you’d like to bench that guy
and not give him any touches,
Musselman said. "I think we have a
good relationship."
The Warriors held the Pacers without
a field goal for more than four minutes
late in the third quarter.
It has been a rare sight to see fans on
their feet in the first half, if at all, in
recent years here. The crowd of 16,409
was raucous not just because of all the
daarAing dunks, but also in an effort to
help their team get defensive stops,
often hollering "DEE-FENSEr

EDMONTON, Alberta (AP) It
didn’t take Ryan Smyth long to make
an impact for the Edmonton Oilers.
Smyth scored his 20th goal of the
season and then set up Todd
Marchant’s tiebreaker with 5:46
remaining as the Oilers ended their
nine-game winless streak with a 2-1
victory Tuesday night over the San
Jose Sharks.
"We needed this win," said Smyth,
who injured his shoulder in a 5-4 win
over Toronto on Feb. 11. "There’s
some teams behind us in the standings
and (these were) some points that we
needed."
The win came as a huge relief for the
Oilers, whose 0-5-2-2 drought began
when Smyth was forced out of the
lineup.
Edmonton is clinging to the eighth
playoff spot in the Western
Conference and allowed Nashville,
Los Aqgeles, Phoenix and Chicago

back into contention during their
winless run.
"Right now, I think it’s something
that we needed," said Marchant, who
redirected Smyth’s pass behind a helpless Miikka Kiprusoff.
"Maybe this will get us going in the
right direction."
The return of Smyth, along with

goalie Tommy Salo (groin) and Mike
York (broken wrist) should help the
Oilers getback on track, too.
Smythmade it 1-0 at 5:43 of the
first y piaying his typical game. He
screened IGprusoff and tipped in a
point shot from Eric Brewer.
He finished with a plus-2 rating and
five shots on goal.

If you have ASTHMA you can help
fight this disease!
Learn how you can participate in on Asthma research study.

COMPENSATION FOR YOUR TIME AND TRAVEL
& ASTHMA ASSOCIATES
elALLERGY
OF SANTA CLARA VALLEY RESEAROI CENTER

4 1 5 5 Moorpark Avenue, San lose, CA

WE NEED YOUR HELP! Please call or WU a friend
(408)553-0709, ext. 237 or 1-800-742-7846

UCLA SUMMER SESSIONS 2003

www.summer.ucla.edu

Register Online!

SESSION A: June 23 August 7

SESSION B: rrayel Study

SESSION C: August 4 - September

12

More than 750 courses, including lower division, upper division, and graduate level study.
Travel Study Programs, internships, intensive languages, and special programs available.
On -campus housing, parking, and the use of campus recreation facilities are available to summer sessions students:
www.housing.ucla.edu.

REGISTRATION FIE: $300 (covers all sessions)

COURSE FEES: $111 per unit for most courses. Some are higher

For more information, call (310) 794-8333, email us at info@summer.ucla.edu, or visit us online.
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Army sends armored force to Gulf;
buildup now approaching 300,000

Saddam: United States will
be defeated if it attacks Ira
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP)
In a letter marking the Islamic new year
Tuesday, President Saddam Hussein
said Iraq will defeat any invaders and
accused the United States of trying to
turn Arabs into slaves.
"The tyrant thinks he is capable of
enslaving the people and hiding the
decisions, freedoms and legitimate
choices (they were born with) when
their mothers delivered them as free
people," Saddam said in the letter, read
Tuesday morning by an announcer on
state-run television.
"Tyranny will be defeated. ...
Arrogance will be of no help to it."
Referring to the United States,
Saddam said: "The tyrant of this era
thinks that he is an alternative to God
and is His shadow on Earth. The
tyrant imagines himself, God forbid, as
God ... and thus his devil has thrown
him into the abyss of evil."
Saddam said Iraq would be victorious
in any war.
"We believe, with the coming of the
Islamic new year and with God’s help,
we will be victorious against the tyrant,"
he said. "The believers will triumph
over tyranny and its accomplices."
Despite the tough talk Iraq continued to destroy banned missiles to comply with a U.N. order.
Iraq destroyed three Al Samoud 2
missiles, a launcher and five engines
Tuesday, said inspeaors’ spokesman

Hiro Uelti. Since Saturday, Iraq has
destroyed 19 of about 100 Al Samoud
2 missiles.
It also has been slicing up casting
chambers used to make another missile, unearthing bombs and sending
scientists to talk with U.N. weapons
inspectors.
France, Russia and China urged Iraq
to meet every U.N. demand in hopes
of staving off war, but the United
States said the actions were too little,
too late.
"Iraq is not cooperating," White
House spokesman An Fleischer said
Monday. "Despite whatever limited
head-fakes Iraq has engaged in, they
continue to fundamentally not disU.S. officials said a vote on a new
U.N. resolution authorizing force
would likely come next week, after
chief weapons inspraors Hans Blix
and Mohamed ElBaradei address the
Security Council on Friday.
The U.S.-led military mobilization
entered a critical stage Monday, with
8-52 bombers landing in Britain and
soldiers from the 101st Airborne
Division setting up camp in Kuwait.
Turkey’s top politician signaled
Tuesday the government may again
ask parliament in the coming days to
allow 62,000 American troops in
Turkey, hoping to reverse a weekend
denial that upset U.S. war plans.

As U.S. generals commanding about
225,000 troops in the region declare
themselves ready to attack Iraq,
weapons inspectors are suddenly
receiving Iraqi cooperation on issues
that have dogged them for months.
Iraq met a Saturday deadline to begin
destroying its Al Samoud 2 missile
system, banned because its range may
be slightly greater than allowed. It is
slicing up banned casting chambers
used to make another missile, the Al
Fatah.
Workers have unearthed buried
bombs they say are loaded with
anthrax, aflatoxin and botulin toxin,
and inspectors are analyzing the contents. Iraq is readying a letter to the
United Nations that proposes verifying
it has gotten rid of anthrax and deadly
VX nerve agent.
Iraqi scientists who helped make
missiles and chemical and biological
weapons of mass destruction have
begun to give private interviews to
inspectors, something all but three had
refused to do since December. Another
scientist was interviewed on Monday,
the fourth in as many days. The United
Nations has asked to
ICI more
than 30 scientists since Ktmber.
Clearly Iraq is appealing to members
of the U.N. Security Council, who are
considering a draft resolution by the
United States, Britain and Spain that
would declare Iraq to be evading

inspections, a step that would likely
lead to war.
"The best time to press a point is
when you have a meeting of the
Security Council coming up," said
Blix’s deputy, Demetrius Pefficos.
The United States expects a vote on
its resolution "quite soon" after the
chief inspectors report to the council
on Friday, U.S. Ambassador John
Negroponte said Monday.
France, Russia and China all pushed
for more inspections instead of war.
U.S. warplanes enforcing no-fly
zones in northern and southern Iraq
have become much more aggressive in
recent days than they usually are in
their routine patrols and have begun to
go beyond their traditional targets of
anti-aircraft weapons.
Now, they are attacking surface-tosurface missile batteries they say are in
range of U.S. troops in Kuwait or of
positions U.S. troops could take up in
Turkey.
An Iraqi military spokesman told the
official Iraqi News Agency on Monday
that a U.S. airstrike Sunday night
killed six civilians and wounded 15 in
southern Basra province. There was no
way to verify the claim.
American warplanes attacked four
more military communications facilities and one air defense facility on
Monday, the U.S. Central Command
said.

The from Turkey, is waiting in the
WASHINGTON (AP)
Army’s oldest armored division, "Old Mediterranean for a Turkey decision.
Gen. Richard Myers, chairman of
lronsides," got orders Tuesday to head
for the Persian Gulf as the total of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said a war
U.S. land, Sea and air forces arrayed against Iraq would be won even withagainst Iraq or preparing to go neared out Turkeys help, but he indicated he
remained hopeful Turkey would
300,000.
The commander who would lead change its mind.
"It will be much more difficult" to
the war, Gen. Tommy R. Franks, met
at the Pentagon with Defense execute the war plan without Turkish
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld and bases, "and we prefer to have Turkey
was to consult with President Bush at with us," Myers said in an interview at
the White House on Wednesday. Last the Pentagon with WMAL radio’s
week Franks reviewed his war plan "Chris Core Show." He said U.S.
with commanders at his Gulf com- commanders have multiple back-up
plans if Turkey refuses.
mand post.
Speaking on the same show,
The pace of troop movements and
high-level consultations suggested the Rumsfcld that of the many things that
military was close to ready for the could go wrong for the United States
opening of what would be a multidi- in a war against Iraq, the one that
rectional assault to disarm and depose worries him most is the "very sizable
risk" that Saddam would use chemical
Iraq President Saddam Hussein.
In addition to the U.S. troops based or biological weapons against U.S.
in Kuwait and every other country on troops or neighboring countries.
In Wiesbaden, Germany, home of
the Arabian Peninsula except Yemen,
there are five aircraft carrier battle the U.S. Army’s lit Armored
groups nearby, each with about 50- Division, known as "Old bonsides,"
strike aircraft aboard and including 30 officials said the unit received orders
to 40 vessels armed with Tomahawk Tuesday to deploy to the Central
Command region. No dates were
land-attack cruise missiles.
A sixth carrier, the USS Nimitz, is released.
Portions of another Germany-based
en route to the Gulf to relieve the
Army unit, the 1st Infantry Division,
USS Abraham Lincoln.
Still to be resolved was the impor- already are in Turkey to help receive
tant question of whether Turkey and move forward the weaponry and
would allow its territory to be used for equipment of the 4th Infantry
tens of thousands of U.S. ground Division. But that is on hold pending
forces to open a northern front a final decision by the Turkish govagainst Iraq. Three dozens ships car- ernment on hosting U.S. forces.
The Army also received orders this
rying weaponry and equipment for
the Army s 4th Infantry Division, week to deploy the 1st Cavalry
which would spearhead the attack Division, based at Fort Hood, Texas.

Three more Navy ships depart fro m Norfolk
NORFOLK, Va. (AP)
After
watching dozens of Navy ships
deploy in recent months in preparation for a possible war with -Iraq,
sailors on three amphibious ships left
Tuesday in this port’s last planned
deployment for the near future.
"Trust me, we all want to go over
there and get it over with," said Capt.
David C. Taylor, commander of
Amphibious Squadron Six. He said
the crews had trained hard and had
been ready to go since late
November.
The amphibious assault ship USS

Iwo Jima left Norfolk Naval Station
on its maiden deployment, along
with the amphibious transport dock
ship USS Nashville. The amphibious
dock landing ship USS Carter Hall
left from nearby Little Creek Naval
Amphibious Base.
The ships carried about 2,000
sailors and were headed to Morehead
City, N.C., to pick up about 2,200
Marines from the 26th Marine
Expeditionary Unit based at Camp
Lejeune.
A banner reading "Let’s Roll" hung
from the Iwo Jima, the lead ship of

WISDOM

Lad

the Iwo Jima Amphibious Ready where the ships were going, said they
Group. The banner also bore a quote left three days early on a regularly
from President Bush "We will not
scheduled deployment. Snedeker said
tire, we will not falter, we will not he told his crew to be prepared to be
fail" and a drawing of the twin gone
for
towers of the World Trade Center.
amcR/b04629:3329:473:4209264526
Crew members made the banner to 420222:7:428c42262"09:
remind them of the purpose of their
? 17:8Ie of hundred family members
mission, said Capt. John W. watched from a parking lot near the
Snedeker Jr., commanding officer of pier at the Norfolk Naval Station.
the Iwo Jima.
Ernest Johnson of Knoxville, Tenn.,
"You can actually feel the energ had been at the base since about 6
coming out of the Iwo Jima today,
a.m. to see off his 26-year-old son,
Snedeker said.
Petty Officer 3rci CIA, David
Ea8733414069;47declined to say Johnson.
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Something Missing In Your life?
Maybe it’s God!
Join Us for Worship
Our Savior’s Lutheran Church
1224 N. Winchester Blvd.,
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 296-2688
Sunday Service: 10:30am
Bible Study: 9:00am
Wed. Evening Potluck: 6:00pm
Song/ Worship: 6:45pm

soldiers on their soil, to join North not be blackmailed into concessions
Korea in resisting the United States.
and that North Korea’s efforts to
The interception of the U.S. plane develop nuclear weapons are a multiappeared to be part of an effort to lateral issue. The U.N. Security,
pressure the United States into nego- Council is expected to debate the mattiations on chief North-Korean aims: a
nonaggression treaty and economic
North Korea test-fired a missile into
aid.
the sea off its east coast on the eve of
"The reckless move is a signal to the South Korean President Roh MooUnited States at a time when hyun’s inauguration last week.
Washington pays little attention to
On Feb. 20, a North Korean MiGNorth Koreas repeated demand for 19 warplane crossed over the South’s
direct dialogue, said Lee Suk-soo, a western sea border, but retreated
military studies professor at the after South Korean jets flew to the
National Defense College in Seoul.
area.
North Korea on Tuesday reiterated
Last week, U.S. officials said North
its demand for a nonaggression pact, Korea had restarted a nuclear reactor
saying through Radio Pyongyang that that is at the center of a suspected
it was "to remove an unreasonable U.S. weapons program. The reactor could
threat, not to gain something." The yield enough plutonium for an atomic
radio was monitored by Yonhap.
bomb in about a year, experts say.
Washington, which is preparing for
North Korea, which has warned a
a possible war against Iraq, says it will U.S. attack on its nuclear facilities at
uf5is5a QMPAOUU I ipua3 ’!El ’S508 oCinH
1.11A1P3
0

Accepting most types of vision insurance.
20 discount off a lull pas of prescription glasses for
San Jose State U students + staff w/o insurance’

Yongbyon would trigger war, could
also decide to reactivate a reprocessing
facility near the reactor. Such a move
could allow At to makeaggeral nuclea.
bombs within months, according to
defense analrsts.
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Now Accepting
Applications
Distinctive Scholarships
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ECOSPIRIT.

Students

c&clajo-x
,X;dimiland
By

faculty, staff or students

for

outstanding student

leaders and activists of
SJSU to

fully matriculated, full time SJSU
students
completed at least 15 semester units
3.0 SJSU GPA
leadership experience

WJ Colors and Colorblend Contacts, Acuvue and Acuvue 2 Contacts

Special rebate offer:

be inducted into the:

8854,6
Honoring the "Unsung
Heroes" of SJSU

to

Enroll now
and get
$100 back!

Receive $100 back through Kaplan’s Rebate- when you
enroll in an LSAT, MCAT, GMAT, GRE, DAT or TOEFL*
classroom course between March 1st - March 3151

GMAT class starting soon!
March 10

fully matriculated, full time SJSU
students
completed at least 15 semester units a
2.5 SJSU GPA
financial need
On-line filing application is open until
March 3, 2003. Scholarships will be
awarded during the summer and early
fall
Go online at http://scholarshlps.sjsu.edu
to download an application today or call

Download a nomination form
at as.sjsu.edu/forms/index.jsp.
Completed Nomination forms
must he faxed in (at 924.6258) or
returned to the A.S. Government
Office no later than March 17th.
The A.S. Government Office is located on the 2nd floor of the A.S.
House, at San Carlo St. Plaza in
front of Dim( InI 1.1I1

Call or visit us online for more information or to enroll.

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptipm.com/woback

Recipients of the A.S. Scholarships and AS 55 Award will
be honored at the A.S. Award Cammony on April 24, 2003.
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North Korean interception of U.S. plane raises nuclear tension
SEOUL, South Korea (AP)
After North Korean fighter jets intercepted a U.S. reconnaissance plane,
the communist country said Tuesday
the threat of armed confrontation on
the Korean Peninsula was growing
because of what it called U.S. aggression.
North Korea did not comment on
the interception of the plane. Its staterun media instead criticized annual
U.S.-South Korean military exercises
that began Tuesday, saying they were
preparation for an attack. The exercise, named Foal Eagle, ends April 2.
"This Foal Eagle exercise is escalating the danger of armed clashes on the
Korean Peninsula," said Minju Joson,
a North Korean newspaper.
"If the eagle swoops down on us, a
nuclear war will break out and it is
clear that the whole Korean nation
will not escape nuclear holocaust,"
said the report, which was monitored
by South Korea’s Yonhap news agency.
North Korea routinely condemns
such exercises, but the belligerent
rhetoric and the interception of the
American plane come amid fears the
North could make nuclear bombs
Within months.
U.S. military officials say the annual
maneuver is defense-oriented" and is
not related to the nuclear dispute.
Lt. Cmdr. Jeff Davis, a Pentagon
spokesman, said four North Korean
fighter jets had approached the U.S.
plane over the Sea ofJapan on Sunday,
coming as close as 50 feet. One used
its radar to identify the plane as a target, but there was no hostile fire, he
said.
Davis said it was the first such incident since 1969, when a North
Korean plane shot down a U.S. Navy
EC-121 surveillance plane, killing all
31 Americans aboard.
In Washington, White House
spokesman An Fleischer said
President Bush "believes that the issue
of North Korea can be handled diplomatically."
"This is a matter that we will protest
and we’re talking to our allies about
best manner to do that," Fleischer
said, adding that "North Korea continues to engage in provocative, and
now reckless actions. And North
Korea engages in these actions as a
way of saying, pay me. That will not
happen."
In a commentary, North Korea’s
Minju Joson described Bush as "a
political illiterate and a shameless
impostor who has dull senses of the
times."
The newspaper also appealed to
South Koreans, who host 37,000 U.S.
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VOTING I

Some question accuracy

continuedfrom page!

ignored Dill’s pleas, Tedeschi said.
"The (California) secretary of state
said.
That’s because the computers cannot is reviewing electronic voting stanbe trusted to produce glitch-proof dards, and whatever changes the state
(mandates), we will require our vender
results, he said.
"Given the history of software relia- to make at no extra cost to the counbility, I’d be very wary (of touch- ty," Tedeschi said.
Dill now sits on an ad hoc task force
screen voting machines), Meldal said.
One thing computer scientists have - chaired by undersecretary of state
argued is the necessity of a paper audit -charged with reviewing paper trails
and new electronic voting systems.
trail.
"This new task force, comprised of
The idea is to allow the machines to
election
experts, scientists and the
record the votes, but also allow voters
to drop printed receipts into a ballot public, will help determine what
should be required from new voting
box for safekeeping, Mendel said.
"That way, the process can be inde- technology in terms of their capability
to produce paper copies of election
pendently audited," he said.
Tedeschi said prototypes of the ballots," said Secretary of State Kevin
county’s new machines produced Shelley in a Feb. 19 press release.
"Voter confidence - not technology
printouts on internal paper rolls that
- will ultimately determine the
voters can see but cannot access.
Meldal said he whole-heartedly future of our electoral system," Shelley
agreed with efforts to dissuade state said in the release.
Tedeschi said he is ready to trust an
and county officials from approving
voting systems that do not produce electronic voting system.
"I can remember when people had
paper ballots.
Leading the crusade is Stanford the same (security and accountability)
University computer scientist David concerns when ATMs were introduced," he said. "Now we use them
Dill.
"David Dill is extremely capable," every day. Maybe it’s a generational
question (of comfort)."
Meldal said. ’1 trust him implicitly."
Some SJSU students said they would
Last week, Dill - armed with a
welcome
the speed of voting electronpetition signed by 300 computer
ically.
experts - failed to stop the board of
"It would be easier," said Monique
supervisors from formally approving a
vendor of touch-screen machines, Barclay, a freshman biology major.
"You wouldn’t have to worry about
Tedeschi said.
punching the wrong thing or filling it
"We’re doing what we can legally," out
wrong," Barclay said.
Tedeschi said. "The (California) secAnother student said communicaretary of state has the power to certify tion
links between touch-screen
voting machines, and these machines machines
would be an issue.
have been approved."
"If the machines weren’t linked, than
But that doesn’t mean the board hacking
wouldn’t be a problem," said a

Hard at work

freshman computer science major who
wanted to be identified only as Edgar.
Bay Area voters should think twice
before giving way to fear and paranoia, said San Mateo County Chief
Elections Officer Warren Slocum.
"There’s no perfect voting system they all have their pros and cons,"
Slocum said. "Personally, I don’t have
any problems with electronic voting
systems."
Slocum said he is not as skeptical as
Dill, and that electronic voting systems have been successful in other
states where paper trails aren’t
required.
However, he said he agrees with
Shelley’s sentiments about voter confidence.
"If the paper audit trail makes Mr.
and Mrs. Voter feel like the system is
accurate and accountable, then I’m for
it," Slocum said.
Meldal said a "non -tech" person
must be able to audit the voting system afterwards to make sure nothings
been tampered with.
"I am a ’techie,’ " he said. "But the
question isn’t so much whether I
understand how the system works, but
if the average person who doesn’t
understand the innards of a computer
can know how the votes are tabulated."
Tedeschi said county poll workers
would be ready to assist voters with
the new touch-screen machines during next November’s elections, but
districts will provide a punch card
oetion.
It will be a pilot program," he said.
A federal court has ruled that punch
card voting be scrapped in California
by March 2004, Tedeschi said.

Josh Sturgis Daily Staff
Manuel A. Loaisiga, a senior majoring in electrical engineering, studied Monday for a microelectronic
midterm in the Clark Library.
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continuedfrom page 1
center.
Williams said the gender of the doctor
is irrelevant. A man who will only consider going to a male doctor is discriminating on the basis of gender.
Williams said men and women ofcolor
know what it is like to be discriminated
against and they are more understanding
when they visit a physician of the opposite same sex.
One warning sign of a prostate complication is burning during urination. If
there is a problem, a doctor can prescribe

medication or can schedule a further
exam, Battle said.
A step is looking at the testicles and
making sure that each testicle is smooth
and egg shaped, Battle said.
Smoothness is a way to distinguish a
healthy testicle from an unhealthy one,
he said.
Another step is analyzing the
ciidymis, the testicular tube holding
sperm, according to the research organization.
For the past eight years, Battle has
worked on providing an educational outlet for men that teaches the importance

of health exams.
"The infrastructure has not been there
for me," Battle said.
Mays said men do not talk about their
health because there are uncomfortable
talking about it. Men do not share health
matters with one another, he said.
There is not as much acknowledgement and advertising toward the issue
compared to womens health concerns
such as breast cancer, Mays said.
Working at the health center has
increased his awareness of the importance of self-check ups.
"Women are more open about their

CFA addresses cuts

and the May revision," she said. "Any
discussion about fee increases before
we know what the budget will be is
premature."
Meisenhelder suggested the administration consider the cost of living in
California and alternative-funding
sources, such as a common manage-

ment computer project to find funds,
before assigning any fee increases.
"All of our facts need to be on the
table before we jump to a solution," she
said. "Layoffs are a concern, but we are
urging the trustees to exhaust alternative binding sources and to act in concert with our elected state leaders about
long-term oversight," she said about
working with the student association

on the suggested guidelines process.
The announcement for the summit
was made during a student CSU teleconference held by the chancellor on
Tuesday.
Reed said the potential for acrossthe-board cuts in the future is something he takes very seriously.
"There are tough choices to make,"
Reed said.

health concerns. This is why they are
more educated in many areas, not just
health," Williams said.
"Looking at health factors, men know
little about themselves until there is a crisis," Battle said.
It is important to get a health exam to
prevent prostate cancer and abnormalities around the genitalia, he said.
Checking genitals once a month is a
was to detect health problems early

before complications arise, according to
the research organization.
Men only visit the doctor when they
are sick, Williams said. Machismo and
culture are why men seldom visit the
doctor, he said.
Adopting good health habits at a
young age will make health check-ups
routine by the time they are older,
Williams said.
Mays’ childhood involvement in sports

helped him with the idea of seeing a doctor.
"I was involved in sports at a young age
and so I frequently had a health exam,"
Mays said. Now that I am older, I am
comfortable seeing a doctor."
Men need to pay attention to their
body as they would their cars, Battle said.
The same way guys frequently take
their cars rn for a tune up, they should go
get a health check up." he said.

continuedfrom page I
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The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.
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PT CLERK/CLERICAL ASSIST.
needed. Mon-Fri. flexible hours.
Multi -task oriented, mailing,
faxing & general office skills.
Fax resume to 408-971.4761.
SUMMER CAMP JOBS in the
Santa Cruz Mtnsl Counselors &
specialists for resident girls
camps. Lifeguards. food service, and maintenance staff
needed. June-Aug salary rbrifts.
408-587-4170 ext. 220 or
vomgirlscoutsofscc.org/camp.
SPECIAL NEEDS NANNY
LOS GATOS FAMILY LOOKING
FOR MALE OR FEMALE
NANNY FOR LOVING AND
SWEET 8 YEAR OLD BOY
WITH COMMUNICATION AND
SOCIAL DELAYS. MON-FRI,
3:30-8:30PM. MUST HAVE
CAR & REFS WORKING WITH
KIDS. IMMEDIATE OPENING
SPECTACULAR SALARY! FAX
RESUME: 408-356-9551, OR
CALL SHARI: 408-294-2712.
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business.
Perfect for students!
Earn $250 every weekend,
Must have reliable truck or van
Heavy lifting is required
408-292-7876.

WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company in search
of enthusiastic and energetic
individuals to work at nearby
malls, hotels & private events.
FT/PT available. We will work
around your busy school
schedule. Must have clean
DMV. Lots of fun & earn good
money. Call 408-867-7275.

HEALTH & BEAUTY

SHARED HOUSING

SERVICES

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

DAY CAMP JOBS! Counselors
wanted for San Jose Day Camp
with emphasis on multi -cultural.
environ & sports programs for
girls. M.F. June-Aug. salary+bnfts
408-587-4170 ext. 220 or
wvw.girlscoutsolscc.org/camp
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Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reeder to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
information
additional
Classified reader. should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
or coupons for diecount
vacations or merchend I so.
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AGENCY RATES (’A1.1. 408-924-3277
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Ad Rates:

3-11n minimum
Three
Four
Two
One
Five
Day
Days
Days
Days Days
3 lines
$5
$7
$9
$11
$13
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad.
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FfILQUVICI DISCQUNTIL
20 consecutive issues receive 10% off
40 consecutive issues receive 20% off
50 r. consecutive issues receive 25% off
Local rites apply to Santa Clare County advertisers
end SJSU students, staff I faculty,
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per at’
charge of $3 per word

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF * Lost & Found ads are

Name
Address
City 5 State
Phone

Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149

Please check
one classification
LoSI md I1111nd’
Announcements
Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
For Sale
Electronics
Wanted
Employment
Opportunities

_ Hental ,1,;ut,ing
_Shared Housing
,_Real Estate
_Services
_Health Beauty
_Sports Thrills
Insurance
Entertainment
_Travel
_ Tutoring
Word Processing

Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 209
MI Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
II All ads are prepaid IN No refunds on canceled ads
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (400 924-3277
Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses.
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.

offered free as

a service to the campus community.

-t-

FAX: 408-924-3282

AUTOS FOR SALE

FEMALE Roommate non-smoker
Nice 3bd/2ba home wiyard, 1 blk CHILD CARE - WG Area Flei
CALL NOW! to Lt. Rail, Indoor laundry. $500. tours. Spanish/English speaking
FUN JOB!
Contact Diane 408-292-6698 msg
Pan-time work with flexible hours $550 dep. util incl. 265-6381.
(5-30 hours per week)
PROFESSIONAL EDITING
Customer service/sales positions ROOM 4 RENT! Taylor/2nd,
$425 (neg). Studio style, full kit. For your term paper or thesis.
Internships possible
M/F.
share
Experienced,
efficient, reliably
bath.
Ryan
655-4839.
All majors may apply
exacting. I will meet your deadScholarships awarded annually
MEN’S
FURNISHED
SHARED
line.
Call
831-475-2796
Grace
Some conditions apply
HOUSING from $415/month or evagrace@aolcom.
Start at 17.25 BASE - appt.
including
utilities.
Across
street
Earn $85 - $500 per week
frorn SJSU. Month to month or EDITING& DESIGN SERVICES
No experience necessary
lease. Apply @278 So. 10th St Term paper editing, PowerPoint
Training provided
or
call 243-0707 or 288-1750. presentations, web design. and
Guarantee your summer job now!
design of marketing materials.
CALL 615-1500 10 am -4 pm scprop@attbi com.
Professional -Creative -Concise
’www.workforstudents.comisjsu’
For rates and info, visit:
RENTAL
HOUSING
wrrtedesignsource.convstudents
BARTENDER Trainees Needed
$250/day potential Local positions. SPOTLESS STUDIO APT Parking.
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
1-800-293-3985 ext 559.
Laundry, 4 blocks so of SJSU (includes cosmetic) $69.00 per
$795/mo. 408-559-1356 (daYL
year
Save 30% - 60%. For into
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
call 1-800-655-3225 or
PT/FT Flexible Schedule
FREE MONTH RENT- 2 bdrm
www.studentdental.com or
All Shifts - Grave Bonus
1bath across from Intl House.
www.goldenwestdental corn
Student Friendly Will Train
Parking, water/trash, laundry
408- 247- 4827
facilities. Very clean apt. $1100
408-995-5525, Cell 408-316-6996 WORD PROCESSING
GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
help needed for small exclusive "’FREE/F1RST MONTH RENT"
PROFESSIONAL
shop and kennel. PT. Tues-Sat. Extra large, newly remodeled:
WORD PROCESSING
Must be reliable, honest, able to 2 bdmv1 bath & 2 bdrm/2 full bath Have your theses, term papers.
do physical work Prefer exp apts. $1099/month and up Also. group projects, etc. professionworking in/ dogs, but will train. 3 bdrm/2 bath apt. $1199 &
ally typed. APA a specialty.
Great oppty for dog lover. Can Will work with you on
Experienced & dependable.
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or 2 Nrx*s from SJSU. Watelrl,TrTsh Almaden,Branham area. Call
Call 371-9115
paid. Parking avail. Washer Drier Linda for an appointment at
on site. Cats OK. Well managed
1408) 264-4504.
student bldg. 408-378-1409

408-924-3277

classified@jmc.sjsu.edu

PREGNANT? NEED HELP? Call 1982 VOLVO WAGON. Runs
BIRTHRIGHT 408-241-8444 or great, affordable, new oil filter.
800-550-4900 Free’Confidential, $500/obo. Daniel. 408-757-2247
day, or 408-293-0429 night.

GREAT RECREATION JOBS
At The Los Gatos -Saratoga
Recreation Dept. DAY CARE
LEADERS, FIT and P/T. Must
be avail M-F, 7:00am-2:00pm &
afternoons from 2:00-6:00pm
No ECE Units req. Pay range
$6.75-$13.80/hr. Call Laurie at
354-8700x224. If you have skills
in sports, arts, and group games
and like working with children.
we need you.

$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars Free information.
Call 203-683-0258.

1

ACTIVITY AIDES, PT to work
wr groups of participants
w/developmental disabilities.
$9.78. depend on experience.
Call Ron Halog 408-295-0228
Mon.-Fri. Resume: Ron Halog
Easter Seals Bay Area. 730
Empey Way, San Jose 95128 or
COMMUNICATIONS FIRM hiring fax to 408-275-9858. Must have
$14./hr. PT/FT. Looking for friend- minimum of 6 ECE units.
ly motivated students. marketing/
advert positions. No exp nec. OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST
For interview: 1-800-647-0271. 8/or Early Interventionist sought
Home-based San Jose program
INTERNET COMM. PR FIRM is PT or per diem. Salary based on
now accepting applications for exp. Call 510-835-2131x104.
motivated student to coordinate Resume to: jobs@esba.org or fax
advertising, publicity, public to Leslie/HR @ 510-444-2340.
relations & promotional tasks.
No experience necessary but NIGHT CLUB NOW HIRING
communication skills a must. Barbacks & Bathroom Attendants
Flexible hours Excellent pay. Call Apply in person Thurs, Fri, Sat.
for interview. 408-977-3636.
after 8pm at 175 North San
Pedro. downtown San Jose
LOS GATOS Swim 8 Racquet 408-298-9283
accepting
currently
Club is
applications for positions in the SERVICE SUPERVISOR, M -F,
following departments: Front FT. Provides daily program
Desk, Fitness Center, Tennis planning, activities & superviProshop & Summer Childcare sion for groups of participants
Staff. Applicants are to be out- w/developmental disabilities in
going, able to mufti-task. and San Jose. Prey exp managing
good customer service is a plus. staff. $17/hour Call Ron Halog
PT - AM/PM shifts available. 408-295-0228. Send resume to
more info call 408-356-2136 or Ron Halog, Easter Seals Bay Area.
730 Empey Way, San Jose
Fax resume to 408-358-2593.
95128 or Fax to 408-275-9858.
OFFICE ASSISTANT: Small Call for educational requirements.
office, phones, reservations,
light computer, good phone LIFEGUARDS, Instructional
skills, flex hours between 9am & Lifeguards & Aquatic Specialists
2pm, Mon.- Fri. 408-292-7876 Easter Seals Bay Area seeks
part or full-time for San Jose.
NIGHT LIFE Advertising Co. Mon -Fri, $9.82-$13.42. Call
seeks friendly, outgoing PT rep Jacob - 295-0228. Resume:
to recruit local bus’s. Retail, 730 Empey Way, San Jose
sales. advt asp a plus. $75-$100/ 95128 or fax 408-275-9858.
client. Call Joe 925-413-5222
LICENSED NUTRITIONIST to
teach nutrition & conditioning
class in San Jose. Mon. -Fri
$18/hr. Exp leading exercise. Call
Peter 408-295-0228. Resume:
730 Empey Way, San Jose 95128
or fax 408-275-9858.

PUN:

FOR SALE

LOST & FOUND

GOT JUNK?
Sell it in the
Spartan Daily Classifieds.

LOST PR 190 BOOK Public
Relations Media Techniques &
Writing. Call 408-224-0295

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1
5
9
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
21
22
23
25
27
31
35
36
38
39
40
42
43
46
47
48
50
52
54
55
58
60
64
65
67
68
69
70
71
72
73

Watch
Lhasa monk
Curly hairdo
Bow
Rome’s river
Hatf-moon tide
Weight deduction
Prince Valiant s
wife
Kind of pool
Oil target
Waiters check
Valhalla host
Reduce calories
Whopper teller
Clinch 12 wds )
Latin dance (hyph )
Band member
Scary feeling
Hearth residues
Trim the grass
Peggy Lee tune
Those elected
Old saying
Gentle
Complexion problem
Refusal
Emergency craft
Fastener
Wedding -cake
section
Botch
Styron’s "Con! essions of - Turner"
Comfy shoe
Freeway clogger
Workshop tool
Hills companion
Brown bird
Pitches in
- Stanley Gardner
Famed loch
Shelley selections
Like Beethoven

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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Mau
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C 2003 unitio Femur. Syndicate Inc

2 Kuwait
neighbor
3 Neutral color
4 Coax
5 Diamond 6 Be an
accomplice
7 Gold or silver
8 Bedouin’s
language
9 Soft wools
10 Alfalfa or oats
11 Rajah’s spouse
12 Not shut
14 Jet departure
20 Give alms
24 Peep
26 Triumphant
shout
27 Herd follower
28 Dwelling
29 Hawkeye
30 Of ships
32 Groucho’s
brother

33
34
37
41
44
45
47
49
51
53
55
56
57
59
61
62

Redhead’s tint
Stock or bond
Pay by mail
Seconds
Arboreal apes
Hoop site
Chafed
Crow’s-nest cry
12 wds i
Pair-hunnq
letters
Had the nerve
Young deer
Bait
Navaho foes
Piece of linoleum
Hack’s
customer
The Queen of
Scat
Shipwreck
cause
CD preceders

rr7.1
e,
,
DOWN

1 Wine casks
2

lir

OW
48

114

2
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.____

a _

,

63
66
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PETE
MORN

LIVE

"a

> Hear the band,
shake Pete’s hand.
sign up for a qualified

INV

mLife Local plan

GET 2 FREE TICKETS
AND MEET PETE.

get

two tickets to see Pete Yorn live
and meet him after the show
)00r

also get

unlimited night & Weekend minutes
and up to

anytime minutes

4

with

nationwide long distance included

all from your Home Service Area
GO TO

ATTWIRELESS.COM/MEETPETF

99.99a month

AT&T Wireless

plus get a
FREE PHONE after mail -in rebate.

0

Sales tax applies to original purchase price
add mMode for internet access to Pete’s
music, his tour and more

GO TO ATTWIRELESS.COM/MEETPETE

moor

your mobile life made better

LOS GATOS
630 Blossom Hill Rd
408 402-0747

MILPITAS
185 Ranch Drive
(Across from Best Buy)
408 942-7570

SAN JOSE
904 Blossom Hill Rd
(Across from Home Depot)
408 574-3860

SAN JOSE
Evergreen Commons
(Capitol Expwy at Tully)
408 528-6990

SAN JOSE
5180 Stevens Creek Blvd
(At Lawrence Expwy )
408 241-9686

AT&T Wireless

SAN JOSE
El Paseo Shopping Center
(Across from Peet s)
408 370-2709

Important Information
An additional monthly $1.75 Regulatory Program Fee will be added to your bill for each line of service to help fund AT&T Wireless compliance with various government mandated programs. This is not a
tax or a government required charge.
2003 AT&T Wireless. All Rights Reserved. Requires new activation on a qualified plan $39.99 or above, credit approval, valid credit or debit card. a $36 activation fee, minimum one-year agreement,
compatible device and up to a $175 cancellation fee. Not available for purchase or use in all areas. Usage is rounded up to the next full minute. Unused monthly minute allowances lost. Sending text messages.
roaming. additional minute and long distance charges. universal connectivity charge, surcharges, other restrictions, charges and taxes apply. Availability and reliability of service are subject to transmission
limitations. Not available with other offers. Offers available for a limited time. You will be bound by the General ferms and Conditions and other printed materials. Free Ticket Offer: Two tickets and passes per
each qualified activation and phone purchase. Phone must be active on AT&T Wireless service for 30 days. Offer available for a limited time or until supplies last. Other restrictions apply. See store or
vvwwattwireless.comMeetpete for details. mMode: mMode not available on all devices, rate plans or available for purchase or use in all areas Additional monthly service and usage charges and other conditions
apply. Night and Weekend Minutes: Available on calls placed from the Home Service Area and applicable long distance charges additional. Night and Weekend airtime is from 900 pm - 5.59 am M -F:
and F 9’00 pm M 559 am Nationwide Long Distance: No wireless long distance charges apply to calls placed from your Home Service Area to anywhere in the 50 United States Standard airtime charges apply.
Nokia 3590 $100 Mail-in Rebate: Phone and service must be active for 30 days and when rebate is processed Allow 8-10 weeks for rebate check See rebate form for full details mMode not available with this phone.

-4
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EXPO Express Pass holders
Starting 0 10 : 00 am

=77 Employer Partner

UPS

United Parcel Service

Other S)SU Students/Alumni
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Manpower Staffing
Services

S.

ENTRY POINT!

We find the best in everyone, and put it to work.

a project of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science
OPPORTUNITIES for PAID SUMMER INTERNSHIPS
for STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES
www.manpowersj.com
V Largest temporary employment agency in Silicon Valley
V Free computer, technical training via classroom or www
3000+ courses, incl 300 college -level business courses
V Full benefits package for our employees
v No fees for the job-seeker to pay

Healthcare: RNs, medical assts & techs, office support
Biotech: scientists, chemists, biologists, research assocs
Finance: controllers, accountants, auditors, clerks
IS/IT: Web development, software/db/network engineers
Professional: engineers, tech writers, technicians
Admin: exec/admin assts, customer service, general ofc
Industrial: assembly/pkging, ship/rcving, inventory clerks

ENGINEERING, SCIENCES, COMPUTER SCIENCE,
MATH, BUSINESS FIELDS undergrad or grad students

I.

P111111Child
Development

SANTA CRUZ COUNTY

Centers

Continuing Dvelopment Inc.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Careers in:
ACCOUNTING
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
CLERICAL
RECREATION

Internship sites across the U.S.
Competitive pay
On-site mentors
Accommodations and assistive technology as required

w-ww.santacruzcountyjobs.corn

anneswanson@earthlink.net
Anne Swanson
Laureen Summers lsummers@aaas.org

Santa Cruz County
Personnel Department
701 Ocean St Rm 310
Santa Cruz Ca 95060
831 454-2600

NOW HIRING
ull Time and Parr Time jobs available in oar .it-credited School- lee
and Preschool programs:

TEACHERS

APPLY ONLINE
SITE SUPERVISORS

Core LocallansThrooghoot the Spigh AO!
amok. b

Equal I Ppportunily 1 ouplover. P

Tekg-Full nog A P.m Tunu

respleyges conopriin, wIre, and ’,Mewl benglIts including.

Imre In.urance, P SID araitoniliclailielIday/Trefakeggs
I ong Term Diaahilih. ( Mid ( arr Dikieunt. 401Is and MUCH MO[!

CALL NOW!
40A-371-9900 or our 24hr. Job Hotline: 1-S88-94’McDC

111

Send resumes 10:
FAX: (408)371-7685 or e-mail: bajobva cdicdc.org

AAAS

United States Marine Corp

et

511.54

ASSISTANT SITE SUPERVISORS

www.entrypoint.org
Email us your rØsumØ today, call (408) 998-4444, or drop
by one of our 19 greater South Bay offices, M -F, 7am-6pm.

5_0101111ed Teacher,
Sawing

104a
Nig

SanJosØ State
UNIVERSITY

Want to work in a great environment?

I interview and select some of America’s best and brightest individuals to earn the opportunity to become Marine
Officers. Only exceptional individuals that meet the moral, academic, and physical requirements can apply for the
Platoon Leaders Class (PLC). Upon acceptance into the PLC Program, the applicant will then report to Officer
Candidates School (OCS) in Quantico, VA.

San Jose State University offers so much!
Visit us at the Job Fair!!
Great opportunities in:

ADMINISTRATIVELAIANANMENT

es

OCS is a 6 10 week paid leadership training and evaluation course that will push you both physically and
1%! mentally. While at OCS, you will earn up to $3000 during the summer and qualify for additional financial aid during the
following academic school years. THIS IS NOT ROTC!!! All requirements are completed during the summer at OCS.

Administrator I

V

PROFESSIONAL
Student Services Professional I

IV

Administrative Analyst/Specialist
TEO_HNICAUPAMPROFESSIONAL

Acceptance of your appointment into public office as a Second Lieutenant is OPTIONAL when you graduate
z.. from college. A Second Lieutenant will enjoy a starting annual salary ranging from $35,000 to $50,000 with additional
pay increases every following year. No corporate job can match the experience, benefits and educational opportunities that you will receive in the Marine Corps.

3

Information Technology Consultant
Instructional Support Assistant/Technician
Operating Systems Analyst
Equipment Technician
Research Technician
Network Analyst

CLERICALIAMMTING

Additionally, if qualified, we will GUARANTEE you a seat at Naval Flight School down at Pensacola, Florida. For
those that want the opportunity to serve as a Marine Corps Lawyer in our "JAG" Program, we can give you a JAG
contract. No other service offers such a program. To find out the details of this program and to see how it can benefit
Iyou, explore our web-site at http://www.marineofficercom
See you at the Expo.
J.B. Tuttle
Capt. USMC

Administrative Support Assistant
Administrative Support Coordinator
Accounting Technician
Excellent Benefits Medical, dental, vision insurance, and an awesome Fee Wavier Program Liberal vacation and sick leave package
Visit our website it www.sjsu edukhOlobopps1 for current openings or call our Job Line at 14081 924-2266
every two weeks!

Employment opportunities are updated

The latest San Jos State University Safety 101 Uniform Campus Crime and Security Report is available You may request a hardcopy of San Jos State
University s annual safety report by contacting the University Police Department at l408) 924-2222, or visiting our website at http //xwew sisu edu/safetyreport
’SJSU is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action employer committed to nondiscrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, sexual
orientation, gender status mantel status, pregnancy, age disability or covered veteran’s status consistent with applicable federal and state laws Reasonable
accommodations will be provided for applicants with disabilities who self disclose ’

WWW.THESPART

imagination at work
Attention SJSU Mechanical, Materials
and Electrical Engineering Majors!
GE Nuclear Energy is now recruiting
for the Early Identification Program for
Interns & Co-Ops and the two year Edison
Engineering Development Program
Minimum Requirements:
GPA = 3.0 minimum
4 year Technical Degree (for EEDP)
Junior/Senior Standing for Interns & Co-Ops
Strong technical aptitude & analytical approach
to problem solving
Strong commitment to a career in technology
Excellent interpersonal and communication skills
Self-confident team player with a competitive
spirit to excel

at

www.gecareers.com
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Full Time Instructor Positions
Starting Range $50,664.00 to $64,985.00/yr.
Beginning Fall Semester 2003
All first year contract, tenure-track positions.

Evergreen Valley College
l’hsics: Teaching assignments will include lower division
oinceptual Algebra-based and Calculus-based Physics,
Astronomy and Earth Science.
Biological Science (Emphasis, Microbiology): Majority
of assignment in Microbiology. The workload may include
general biology, botany, human heredity, oceanography or
natural science field courses.

English as a Second Language (ESL): Teaching
assignments will include Listening and Speaking, ESL
Writing, and ESL Reading at all levels.
Computer Information Systems (Cisco Academy) :
Teaching assignments include Cisco Academy courses
leading to CCNA and CCNP Certification: Networking
Basics, Routers and Routing Basics, Switching Basics and
Intermediate Routing, WAN Technologies, Advanced
Routing, Remote Access, Multi-layer Switching, and
Internetwork Troubleshooting.

’Ng

/

San Jose/Evergreen
Community College District

San Jose City College

Visit GE Nuclear Energy at the
EXPO 2003 Job & Internship Fair
Wednesday, March 5th, 10:00A 3:00P
Learn about our Leadership Programs

4,

S.

African American History & African American
Studies: Teaching courses in African American Studies
and African American History as well as Survey of U.S.
History. Assignment will include involvement with UMOJA
(African American Student organization).
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English/ESL (English as a Second Language):
Teaching assignments will include developmental writing
and transfer-level composition classes.
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Air Conditioning, Refrigeration (HVACR) and
Facilities Maintenance:
Teaching assignments will include heating, ventilation, air
conditioning, refrigeration, and facilities maintenance.
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1
Job & internship fair

For Application and complete Job Description:
Visit our web site
WWW.sjeccd.org
email sjeccdhr(ojeccd.cc.ca.us
or call 408-270-6406
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Studi
Associated Press
Thousands of students ai
country walked out
Wednesday to protest a war
joining rallies that ranged fi
quiet demonstrators to cc
erupted into shouting matt!
Manon Terrell, a 19-yearomore, missed three classe
part in a rally at Stanford I
attended by about 300 pea
ing signs bearing slogans s6
the Middle East, not the W
"This is a personal thin
because my friends are goin
this war," said Terrell, a civil
ing major. "Its not going tt
and his cronies in businesi
the front lines. They’re goit
people of color and poor pe
It could not be de
Wednesday night how man
participated across the natio
National Youth and Studi
Coalition had no immediate
The group said earlier ths
thousands of students at n

Some at
By Carrie Mattins,
Daily Staff Write
Students and citizens prot
war gathered in the Art Q.
Jose State University on V
to participate in a student sti
was one of 2.30 schools invol
organized walkout protestin
Anti-war fliers were passe
picket signs opposing the
held up. Students pounded
while chanting slogans. At
the chanting grew louder, till
nearly 150 people grew bigg
Miniature, white-colored
coffins were placed along th
ter of the gathering pha
coffins, no bigger than two
had black and white papi
graphs attached to the In
children smiled in the ph
while others were pictured
crying. Most of the children
used for these coffin disp
malnourished, exposing tl
bandaged skeletal bodies.
Muslim Student Associati
ber Muhammad Ahu-11;
sophomore communicatiol
led the start of the talks v
domly breaking out in chant
the more popular chants wer
tire, no peace," "The peo[
will never be divided" and"
bombs."
Some spectators became
ticipants when the megap
opened up to the crowd. M
their opinion on the war. Ii
new chant, Ahmed Al sophomore English major, sl
Bush, not bombs".
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By Falguni Bhut
Daily Staff Write
More than 3,500 students
Event Center on Wedne
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with the hopes of finding a j
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